You know your borrowers and their individual business risks. But how is your entire portfolio positioned to face the volatility of today’s agriculture? PRA creates a database of your borrowers and generates reports that help you see where the stress points are if market conditions change.

- Stress test individual segments or your entire portfolio
- Segment your portfolio by farm type, size, performance and leverage position
- Base stress tests on past or projected financial performance
- Identify borrowers who contribute most to portfolio risk
- Generate reports to summarize the financial position and performance of portfolio segments
- Build customer loyalty by providing them benchmarks of financial performance

Stress test your portfolio

Learn more at FINPACK.com or call 800-234-1111
For over three decades, FINPACK has helped lenders make informed loan decisions. It is the choice for lenders who not only want to effectively manage their credit, but also care about the success of their customers. From small community banks to the largest lenders, FINPACK will work for you.

Learn more at FINPACK.com or call 800-234-1111.